General Education Course Student Evaluation

For items 1-4, please answer each as is appropriate

1. Your College: A. Arts and Sciences B. Business C. Education and Human Sciences D. Nursing and Health Sciences

2. Your classification: A. Freshman B. Sophomore C. Junior D. Senior E. Other

3. Is this course required for your major? A. Yes B. No

4. This course had A. many restrictions on enrollment B. some restrictions on enrollment C. no restrictions on enrollment

For items 5-9, how much of your final grade for this course is determined by each factor?

A. A majority of my final grade B. A part of my final grade C. None of my final grade

5. Multiple-choice or true-false tests

6. Examinations with a writing component

7. Assignments prepared outside of class including essays, reports or homework problems either singly or in groups

8. In-class presentations either singly or in groups

9. My active participation including in-class assignments and discussion

For items 10-13, select the letter that best indicates your response for the course as a whole

A. Extensively B. Moderately C. A little D. Not at all

10. In this course, I enhanced my speaking abilities.

11. In this course, I enhanced my listening abilities.

12. In this course, I enhanced my reading abilities.

13. In this course, I enhanced my writing abilities.

For items 14-17, select the response that best indicates your view of the course as a whole

A. Strongly agree B. Agree C. Disagree D. Strongly disagree

14. This course has enabled me to make connections between its subject matter and other areas of study.

15. This course has provided me with a basic foundation to the discipline or field of study to critically analyze what is read, heard and/or seen.

16. This course has enabled me to ask questions and seek answers within the discipline or field of study.

17. This course has broadened my perspectives (for example, issues related to gender, cultural diversity, individual differences, deeper appreciation of nature).
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